SOME PROMINENT CHRISTIANS OF THE PAST FROM 

LEICESTERSHIRE 

			(5)  SAMUEL DEACON

I wonder if you have a grandfather clock at home. If so there is  a strong possibility it  
has the name Deacon on the face. The  Deacons of Barton-in-the-Beans were a  
clockmaking family of  national fame. Barton-in-the-Beans! Never heard of it you say.   
Well Barton is a tiny village of about 200 population not far  from Hinckley in  
Leicestershire.

It was about the same size 250 years ago, but in those days  little Barton became  
the centre of remarkable spiritual events  that had far reaching effects across  
Leicestershire and other  parts of the Midlands. Men transformed by the effects of  
the  Evangelical Revival in the early 18th century regularly walked  miles from Barton  
to preach the Christian gospel in  Leicestershire villages. New churches were  
established and many  are still active today.

Samuel Deacon was the minister of the Barton Baptist Chapel for 40  years. Born at  
Ratby, he went into farm service when 8 years of  age, but was to become a notable  
Christian preacher and renowned  clockmaker. Working with a Christian clockmaker  
in Loughborough,  Samuel became a Christian believer when he was 21. Within 12  
years  he was the pastor of the Barton chapel, sharing the work with his  father.

His time was also taken up running a thriving clockmaking  business. Being a  
self-taught musician, Samuel Deacon was the  leading maker of musical clocks in  
the area. They played a  different tune for each weekday, and a hymn or psalm on a  
Sunday!  Some of his clocks and his workshop, are on display in the  Newarke  
Houses Museum in Leicester, perhaps the only 18th century  clockmaker's workshop  
preserved intact.

This Christian pastor and clockmaker of little Barton was the  author of many books  
and hymns : a man of many talents. At 9pm  precisely on March 2nd 1816 Samuel  
Deacon died, and the Baptist  church witness in Barton-in-the-Beans continues  
today. Its worth a  visit.
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